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Abstract

This paper presents techniques for the design, implementation and animation of spreadsheet-like tools in the attribute grammar formalism. A real spreadsheet is formally specified and attribute grammar components that define user interfaces, querying languages and animations are plugged into the specification through higher-order attributes. From such a specification an incremental implementation is automatically derived and experimental results are presented.
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1 Introduction

Attribute grammars (AG) [17] have proven to be a suitable formalism to the design and implementation of both domain specific and general purpose languages. In fact, powerful systems based on the attribute grammar formalism [23,13,2,9,20,18] have been constructed. These systems automatically produce very efficient/optimised implementations for languages specified via attribute grammars. While, in the beginning, AG-based systems were used mainly to specify and derive efficient (batch) compilers for formal languages, nowadays, AG-based systems are powerful tools that not only specify compilers, but also structured-based editors [23], programming environments [18], visual languages [15], complex pretty printing algorithms [28], program animations [20,25], etc. Furthermore, attribute grammars are also a suitable setting to express (circular) lazy programs [12,19,24,5], aspect oriented compilers [6], incremental algorithms [27], the XML technology [3], etc.

The purpose of this paper is three fold: first, to show that spreadsheet-like tools can be formally and concisely specified in the higher-order attribute grammar (HAG) formalism [30], and that well-known attribute grammar techniques can be used to reason about such formal specifications. For example, the AG circu-
larity test can be used to statically detect circularities in the specification which may induce the non-termination of the spreadsheet. In this paper we present the specification in the attribute grammar formalism of a student spreadsheet, its interactive interface, and the specification of querying language to query the student database. Second, to show that efficient incremental implementations can be automatically derived from an attribute grammar. Spreadsheets heavily rely on an incremental computation model since they have to provide immediate feedback after user interaction. To derive incremental implementations from AG (usually called attribute evaluators) we use the \textit{Lrc} system: a purely functional attribute grammar-based system [18]. In \textit{Lrc} efficient incremental evaluation is obtained via function memoisation. And, finally, to show that the visualisation and animation of the (incremental) execution of the spreadsheet can be obtained from the AG specification. Such animations provide a visual debugger which allows the user, for example, to easily understand how the incremental evaluation is performed.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 briefly describes higher-order attribute grammars and the \textit{Lrc} system. Section 3 models a spreadsheet within the AG formalism. AG components for defining an interactive interface, a query language and a visualisation and animation are presented. Section 4 discusses the incremental implementations derived by the \textit{Lrc} system from attribute grammar specifications and presents the results of the incremental behaviour of the spreadsheet. Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2 The \textit{Lrc} Attribute Grammar based System

The techniques presented in this paper are based on the \textit{higher-order attribute grammar} formalism [29]. Higher-order attribute grammars are an important extension to the attribute grammar formalism. Conventional attribute grammars are augmented with \textit{higher-order attributes}, the so-called \textit{attributable attributes}. Higher-order attributes are attributes whose value is a tree. We may associate, once again, attributes with such a tree. Attributes of these so-called \textit{higher-order trees}, may be higher-order attributes again.

The \textit{Lrc} system accepts as input a higher-order attribute grammar and generates purely functional implementations, the so-called attribute evaluators. \textit{Lrc} generates both strict, multiple traversal attribute evaluators (\texttt{Haskell}, and OCaml based attribute evaluators) and lazy attribute evaluators (expressed as circular lazy programs in \texttt{Haskell}). Efficient incremental attribute evaluation is obtained via function memoization. The \textit{Lrc} system not only produces batch tools (\textit{e.g.}, compilers), but also programming environments. Such environments have a modern graphical user interface.

The higher-order attribute grammar formalism and the \textit{Lrc} system will be explained in detail in the next section where we present the HAG to specify a spreadsheet-like tool.
3 The Students Spreadsheet Attribute Grammar

Suppose that we have a (textual) database of students registered in one course. Each student (i.e., register) has several attributes such as: identification number, name, and a list of marks (pairs containing the mark identification, and the value the student got). A possible (concrete) instance of the database is presented below.

1, "Ana", tm=16, p1=15, p2=17
2, "Eduardo", tm=12, p1=13, p2=15
3, "David", tm=16, p1=15, p2=17

The first register expresses that the student with number 1, named Ana, got the mark 16 as theoretical mark (tm), 15 in the first project (p1) and 17 in the second one (p2). This database/language is defined by the following context-free grammar.

A production is denoted as \( = \), where the name of the production, i.e., , also indicates the term constructor function . The type of the constructor function is and we say that function takes as arguments values of type and returns a value of type . Roughly speaking, non-terminal symbols correspond to tree type constructors, and productions correspond to value constructors. We focus on the abstract structure of the language and we ignore its syntactic sugar, e.g., punctuation symbols, etc.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Students} & = \text{CONS\textsc{Studs}} \quad \text{Stud Students} \\
& | \quad \text{NO\textsc{Studs}} \\
\text{Stud} & = \text{ONE\textsc{Stud}} \quad \text{Int String [Mark]} \\
\text{Mark} & = \text{ONE\textsc{Mark}} \quad \text{String Real}
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{Fragment 1:} The abstract grammar for the students database.

We represent lists of non-terminals by using both the usual functional notation and explicit constructors.

Having a database with the information about the students marks, the natural operations we would like to perform on that database are the mapping of a given formula through all the students in order to calculate, for example, their final classification. That is to say that we wish to construct a spreadsheet-like tool. To express a formula we consider a domain specific language (DSL) very much like the desk calculator language presented in [22]. A concrete example of a formula is as follows:

\[
\text{FinalMark} = (\text{tm} + \text{pm})/2
\]

where \( \text{pm} = (\text{p1} + \text{p2})/2 \)

To define the formula that is applied to each student we have two possibilities:

- We may use a straightforward AG approach where the formula is defined as a semantic function, written in the declarative language used to express semantic functions in the AG formalism. As a result, this semantic function will not be analysed (to infer termination properties) nor optimised by AG techniques. In
this approach, the semantic function is part of the AG specification of the tool. As a result, the formula is processed statically and not dynamically. Thus, if we wish to use a different formula, the AG has to be modified, analysed and compiled in order to produced the desired tool.

- Or, we may use a key characteristic of higher-order attribute grammars: within higher-order attribute grammars (HAG) every inductive computation can be modeled through attribution rules. More specifically, inductive semantic functions can be replaced by higher-order attributes. Thus, we can model the formula, or, more precisely, that language of formulas as a higher-order attribute of our spreadsheet. That is, we extend our context-free grammar with new symbols and productions to define the language of formulas. Then, we associate inherited and synthesised attributes to its symbols to move context information to the formula sub-expressions and to synthesise the result of the formula.

In the context of the specification of the student spreadsheet, this is done as follows: first we define a grammar describing the (abstract) structure of the language of formulas and we extend it with attributes and equations. We introduce an inherited attribute to pass the list of marks as the “argument” of the formula, and a synthesised attribute to deliver the result of “applying” the formula to its inherited/argument. After that we have to “apply” such “function” in the context of every student. To do this, we just introduce a higher-order attribute to represent the abstract formula, we instantiate its inherited attribute (with the marks of a particular student) and we use its synthesised result. So, we define a DSL for formulas as a sub-language of our spreadsheet. Note that in this case the formula is processed dynamically since it is part of the input sentence. As a result, if the spreadsheet user wishes to change the formula, he just changes the part of the input sentence where the formula is defined.

Next we discuss in detail how this latter approach can be implemented in the Lrc system. The structure of the spreadsheet is defined through the following grammar, where non-terminal \textit{Students} is defined in Fragment 1, and non-terminal \textit{Formula} represents the (abstract structure) of the formula under consideration.

\begin{align*}
\textit{SpreadSheet} &= \text{ROOT}\textit{PROD} \textit{Formula \ Students} \\
\textit{Formula} &= \text{ONE}\textit{FORM} \textit{ Exp \ Decls} \\
\end{align*}

\textit{Fragment 2}: The abstract grammar for the Spreadsheet-like language.

Let us assume that we have an off-the-shelf AG component whose root non-terminal is \textit{Formula}. This non-terminal has one inherited attribute (representing a finite function mapping variable names to values) and it synthesises one attribute with the value expressed by the formula. Synthesised (inherited) attributes are prefixed with the up (down) arrow $\uparrow (\downarrow)$.

\begin{align*}
\textit{Formula} &<\downarrow \textit{env} : \textit{Env}, \uparrow \textit{res} : \textit{Real} > \\
\end{align*}

We omit here the attribute declaration and equations of the (trivial) definition
of this component. We shall consider that this AG component is included in our specification in order to create a monolithic AG, which is then analysed and the respective implementation derived.

In order to map the formula through the database of students, we have to move the (abstract) formula to the context of every student. Thus, we use one characteristic of the HAG, the so-called *syntactic references*, meaning that the abstract tree can be used directly as a value within a semantic equation. In our example the “syntactic” symbol *Formula* is used within an equation as follows:

\[
\text{SpreadSheet} = \text{ROOTPROD Formula Students}
\]
\[
\text{Students.form} = \text{Formula}
\]

*Fragment 3*: Passing the formula to the students.

Instead of defining attributes and equations to move the (abstract) formula downwards in the tree (*i.e.*, the student list) via trivial *copy rules*, we use a special notation to access a remote attribute (up in the tree). The expression \{Students.form\} refers to the local attribute *form* at the non-terminal *Students* [23,10] \(^1\).

Now that we are able to access the formula in the desired context, *i.e.*, in production *ONESTUD*, we use a higher-order attribute to model the semantic function that “applies” the formula to the list of marks of a student. Note that the inherited attribute *form* is a higher-order attribute: it is a (higher-order) tree that has attributes as well. In order to access those attributes we have to use the higher-order extension to the AG formalism. This is done as follows: first, we declare a higher-order attribute, *i.e.*, attributable attribute (*ata*) named *form* of type *Formula*, to represent the formula. Then, we instantiate this attribute with the inherited global formula. After that, we instantiate the inherited attribute *env* of that *ata* with the list of marks of the student (and we use a syntactic reference once again). And finally, we access the synthesised value of the formula. We use a local attribute (*finalMark*) to store the computed value. In the higher-order attribute grammar notation this is expressed as follows:

\[
\text{Stud} = \text{ONESTUD Int Name Mark}
\]
\[
\text{ata form : Formula} \quad \text{-- Declaration of the ata}
\]
\[
\text{local finalMark : Real} \quad \text{-- Declaration of a local attr.}
\]
\[
\text{form} = \{\text{Students.form}\} \quad \text{-- Instantiation of the ata}
\]
\[
\text{form.env} = \{\text{Mark}\} \quad \text{-- Instantiation of the inherited attr.}
\]
\[
\text{finalMark} = \text{form.res} \quad \text{-- Use of the synthesised attr.}
\]

*Fragment 4*: The formula as a higher-order attribute.

Before we proceed, let us compare this higher-order style of defining such computations with the classical attribute grammar one. In the classical style we could

\(^1\) See [16,28] for a survey of special notation for common attribute propagation patterns.
express this inductive computation by defining a semantic function that accepts as arguments the abstract representation of the formula and the list of marks of the students. It delivers the result of applying the formula to the list of marks. We can write it as follows:

\[
\text{Stud} = \text{ONESTUD} \text{ Int Name [Mark]}
\]

\[
\text{finalMark} = \text{evalFormula}([\text{Students.form}], [\text{Mark}])
\]

**Fragment 5**: The formula as a semantic function.

where \text{evalFormula} is the inductive function. This function has to be defined and included in the AG specification. If this semantic function is semantically equivalent to the formula AG component, then, the previous two AG fragment are semantically equivalent as well. Furthermore, this approach also supports the dynamic update of the formula, since its representation is an argument of the semantic function. But, there are two important differences between these two approaches: while in the higher-order one, the AG techniques analyse the attribute dependencies, check for termination properties and, if no circularities are induced, finally, produce an optimised implementation. In the classical attribute grammar approach, the function is simply translated to the output without any analysis nor optimisation. Thus, it can cause the non-termination of the attribute evaluator, and consequently the non-termination of the spreadsheet!

Spreadsheets are usually displayed in a table-like representation. In [28] we have presented a generic, off-the-shelf pretty-printing AG component that can be plugged into our students spreadsheet so as to obtain the desired representation\(^2\). This AG component is based on a processor for HTML style tables. It computes a pretty-printed textual table from a HTML (table) text. More recently we have extended our original AG in order to synthesise a LaTeX, a XML, a VRML, and HTML table representation. Thus, we have a representation for our abstract tables in all these concrete languages. Figure 1 displays the ascii representation of a pretty printed table.

### 3.1 The Specification of the Spreadsheet Programming Environment

As it was previously stated, types can be defined within the attribute grammar formalism via non-terminal symbols. So, we may use this approach to introduce a type that defines an abstract representation of the interface of spreadsheet-like tools (or more generally, language-based tools). In other words, we use an abstract context-free grammar to define an abstract interface. The productions (or constructors) of such a grammar represent “standard” graphical user interface objects, like menus, buttons, list boxes, pull down menus, etc. Next, we present the so-called Lrc abstract interface grammar.

---

\(^2\) Actually, attribute grammar systems provide a special domain specific language (or, in other words, a fixed number of combinators) to pretty-print the syntax tree (usually called unparsing rules).
The non-terminal Visual defines the type of the abstract interface of the tool: it is a list of Toplevel objects, that may be displayed in different windows. A Toplevel construct displays a frame in a window. It has three arguments: the frame, a name (for future references) and the window title. The productions applied to non-terminal Frame define concrete visual objects. For example, production PushButton represents a push-button, ListBox represents a list box, etc.

The production Unparse represents a visual object that provides structured text editing [23]. It displays a pretty-printed version of its (tree) argument and allows the user to interact with it. Such beautified textual representation of the abstract syntax tree is produced according to the unparse rules specified in the grammar. It also allows the user to point to the textual representation to edit it (via the keyboard), or to transform it using user defined transformations. The productions VList and HList define combinators: they vertically and horizontally (respectively) combine visual objects into more complicated ones. These non-terminals and productions can be directly used in the attribute grammar to define the interface of the environments. Thus, the interface of the spreadsheets is specified through attribution, i.e., within the AG formalism.

To define a concrete interface, we need, as we have said above, to define the mapping from the abstract interface representation into a concrete one. Instead of defining a concrete interface from scratch, we synthesise a concrete interface for a existing GUI toolkit, e.g., the TCL/Tk GUI toolkit [21]. Indeed, this GUI component synthesises TCL/Tk code defining the interface in the attribute named tk.

Next, we present an attribute grammar fragment that glues the spreadsheet HAG with this graphical user interface attribute grammar component. It defines an interactive interface consisting of two visual objects that are vertically combined, namely: a push-button and the unparsing of the input under consideration. The root symbol Spreadsheet synthesises the TCL/Tk concrete code in the attribute occurrence concreteInterface.
SpreadSheet \langle \uparrow \text{concreteInterface} : Tk \rangle \\
SpreadSheet = \text{ROOTPROD} ~ \text{Formula Students} \\
\text{ata} \ \text{absInterface} : \text{Visuals} \\
\text{absInterface} = \text{let} \ { \text{button} = \text{PUSHBUTTON} \ "XML" } \\
\text{editor} = \text{UNPARSE} \ & \text{SpreadSheet} \\
\text{comb} = \text{VLIST} \ { \text{button, editor} } \\
\text{in} \ [ \text{Toplevel comb} \ "edit" \ "Students Editor" ] \\
\text{SpreadSheet.concreteInterface} = \text{absInterface.tk} \\

\text{Fragment 7: The Spreadsheet graphical user interface.}

Figure 1 displays a snapshot of the students spreadsheet produced by \textit{Lrc} from a AG specified using the techniques presented in this paper. In the background, a frame contains a syntax-editor to edit the pretty-printed formula (actually, we use a list of formulas) and the student database. In this syntax-editor, the user can point to a formula and dynamically change it. The user can also point to a particular student and select it through a mouse button. Then, the information of the student is displayed in a new window, where it can be easily updated. All of these actions are modelled as (abstract syntax) tree transformations, since the \textit{Lrc} system maintains an abstract syntax tree to represent the input under consideration. Indeed, the (pretty printed) text displayed in the environments, corresponds to the textual view of such a tree. The \textit{Lrc} system uses incremental attribute evaluation, in order to provide immediate real-time feedback, after a user action. This will be discussed in Section 4.

3.2 Querying the Spreadsheet Through Attribute Grammars

Having specified the students database, the formula to compute their final marks and how such formula is applied to each of the students, we may wish to compute which students got good or bad results. Or, we may wish to compute the students that have a final mark greater than a given number. In other words, we would like to have some mechanism to be able to query our database.

Rather than defining a particular query language for our student database, we want to define a generic query language that can not only be used for querying this particular example, but also to query any other textual database defined within the AG formalism. That is to say that we want to define a domain specific language that can be easily embedded in any AG specification. In order to not introduce yet-another querying language, we will consider the \textit{XQuery} language: a typed, functional language for querying \textit{Xml}, currently being designed by the \textit{Xml} Query Working Group of the World-Wide Web Consortium [7,31]. We choose \textit{XQuery} for two reasons: first, because attribute grammars and \textit{Xml} technology are closely related [4] (both extend the context-free grammar formalism), thus \textit{XQuery} is indeed
a suitable declarative language to express queries on AG-based language specifications. Second, an XML combinator library to map abstract grammars (or trees) into XML documents (or XML trees) is already defined (via attribute grammars) in Lrc. Thus, we may re-use such a library, firstly to map the abstract grammar of the language under consideration to an XML document, and then to query that XML document.

Before we briefly explain the XQuery language, let us present a fragment of the abstract grammar defining the structure of an XML document.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Document} &= \text{Document} \mid \text{Prolog} \mid \text{Mics} \mid \text{Element} \\
\text{Element} &= \text{Element} \mid \text{Name} \mid \text{Attribute} \mid \text{Content} \\
\text{Content} &= \text{Element} \mid \text{CharData} \\
\end{align*}
\]

*Fragment 8*: The abstract grammar defining XML documents.

XQuery uses *path expressions* that is a mechanism very much like the Unix notation to define paths on its file system. Instead of using the directory names, however, it uses the tags contained in an XML document to indicate the path. Such tags correspond to the production names (or constructors) of the attribute grammar.

To introduce XQuery, let us consider some example queries on our student database. To list the students registered in the course we have to write the following
simple *XQuery* sentence (see non-terminals and productions on fragments 1 and 2):

\[ \text{RootProd/Students} \]

To list the students that got a final mark greater than 13 we can write the following query:

\[ \text{RootProd/Students/OneStud[//OneMark/@FinalMark.>13]} \]

This query selects the element *OneStud* (or the subtree constructed with constructor *OneStud*), that contains as descendant (the double slash // means that the tagged element can be a direct or an indiredced descendant) an element *OneMark* where the attribute *FinalMark* is defined and it is greater than 13.

To model *XQuery* in the HAG formalism we start by defining the (abstract) structure of this language via the following abstract grammar:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Query} & = \text{ProdQUERY} \\
\text{AQuery} & = \text{CurrentCONTEXT} \\
| & \text{RootContext} \\
| & \text{DeepContextFromRoot} \\
\text{TQuery} & = \text{ProDBracketTQ} \\
| & \text{ProDTag} \\
\text{XQuery} & = \text{TQuery} \\
\text{XQuery} & = \text{TQuery} \\
\text{XQuery} & = \text{AQuery} \\
\text{AQuery} & = \text{AQuery} \\
\text{AQuery} & = \text{AQuery} \\
\end{align*}
\]

*Fragment 9:* The abstract grammar defining the *XQuery* language.

We extend this grammar with attributes and equations in order to synthesise the desired information, that is to say, the answer to the query under consideration. The result of a query is another *Xml* document that contains the elements of the original document that answers the query. Thus, to perform a query is to evaluate a function, say *query*, that takes the query and the *Xml* document as arguments and returns another *Xml* document. In our setting, such a function has type:

\[
\text{query} :: \text{AQuery} \rightarrow \text{Document} \rightarrow \text{Document}
\]

This is, once again, an inductive function that can be efficiently defined within the style of higher-order attribute grammar programming. We omit here the definition of the attributes and respective equations since they are not relevant to understand our technique nor to re-use such a query language AG component.

Now that we have introduced this generic query component, we can embed it in any attribute grammar specification. For example, we can embed it in a bibliographic database processor (*e.g.*, *BibTeX* [24]) to list the books written by a given author. Or, we can embed it in our spreadsheet specification in order to extend the spreadsheet environment shown in Figure 1 with a powerful querying language. Figure 2 displays a new window (automatically) included in the spreadsheet that
provides the user with a syntax editor to interactively query the student database. The query being displayed is the example query discussed above. Obviously, the user can dynamically modify this query and, in this case, the spreadsheet will incrementally compute the answer.

3.3 Visualisation and Animation of Spreadsheets

Attribute grammar-base systems statically schedule the computations, and, automatically generate implementations for the AGs - the so-called attribute evaluators - based on the dependencies induced by the attribution rules. Such evaluators are usually implemented as tree-walk evaluators: a function that walks over the abstract tree (representing the input under consideration) while computing attribute values (this task is usually called tree decoration). Thus, attribute grammars can be visualised by displaying the abstract tree in a graphical representation, and animated by displaying the tree decoration process in that tree (for example, by marking in the graphical representation the tree node being visited and by displaying the attribute values being computed).

Thus, we introduce a generic component for the visualisation and animation of AGs. We wish to use this AG as a generic visual and animation AG component. We start by defining an abstract grammar that is sufficiently generic to define all possible abstract tree structures we may want to visualise and animate. The grammar is as follows:
The non-terminals TreeId, NodeId, EdgeOp, AttrId, AttrVal define sequences of characters (strings). In order to make it easier to use this component, we define a set of functions/macros that, using the productions of this AG component, define usual occurring node formats in our trees. Next, we present four functions that define the shape of a node as a record (attrShapeRecord), as a circle (attrShapeCircle), as the value of a node label (attrLabel), and, finally, as a node that contains a value and an arrow to a child node. These functions are presented next.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{attrShapeRecord} & = \text{CATTR } "\text{shape" } "\text{record" } \\
\text{attrShapeCircle} & = \text{CATTR } "\text{shape" } "\text{circle" } \\
\text{attrLabel} \text{ label} & = \text{CATTR } "\text{label" } \text{label} \\
\text{nodeRecord1 } \text{val father child} & = \\
& [\text{CSTMTNODE (CNODESTM T father) [attrShapeRecord, attrLabel (val ++ " |<c>" ]}] \\
& \text{,CSTMTEDGE (CEGESTMT "c") [CRHSEXPNODE "->" child]] }
\end{align*}
\]

The label is a string that defines the format of the node record. The non-terminal EdgeOp is a string defining the direction of the arrow.

The above grammar defines the abstract structure of abstract trees only. To have a concrete graphical representation of the trees, however, we need to map such abstract tree representation into a concrete one. Rather than defining a concrete interface from scratch and implementing a tree/graph visualization system (and reinventing the wheel!), we can synthesise a concrete interface for existing high quality graph visualization systems, e.g., the GraphViz system \[8\]. We omit here again attributes and attribution rules that we have associated to the visualization grammar since they are neither relevant to reuse this component nor to understand our techniques.

This grammar component is context-free (it does not have any inherited attributes) and synthesises two attributes graphviz and xml, both of type string. These two attributes synthesise a textual representation of trees in the GraphViz input language. The first attribute displays trees in the usual graphic tree representation, while the second one uses a Xml tree-like representation (where the production names are the element tags).
We are now in position to “glue” this component to the spreadsheet AG. Let us start by defining the attribute and the equations that specify the construction of the GraphViz representation.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Students} & \leftarrow \uparrow \text{vistree} : \left\{ \text{TreeStmt} \right\} > \\
\text{Students} & = \text{NO STUDS} \\
& \mid \text{CONS STUDS Stud Students} \\
\text{Students}_1.\text{vistree} & = (\text{nodeRecord2 } \text{""} (\text{treeRef Students}_1) \text{ (treeRef Stud)} \\
& \text{ (treeRef Students}_2) \text{ ++ Stud.vistree } \text{ ++ Students}_2.\text{vistree} \\
\text{Stud} & \leftarrow \uparrow \text{vistree} : \left\{ \text{TreeStmt} \right\} > \\
\text{Stud} & = \text{ONE STUD } \text{ Int } \text{ String } \left[ \text{Mark} \right] \\
\text{Stud.vistree} & = \text{nodeRecord1 } (\text{"Number :" } \text{ ++ (int2str Int) } \text{ (treeRef [Marks])})
\end{align*}
\]

Fragment 10: Constructing the Visual Tree.

Where the function \text{treeRef} returns a unique identifier of its tree-value argument (the tree pointer). Next, we declare a higher-order attribute, \text{i.e.}, attributable attribute (\text{ata}) named \text{visualTree}, in the context of the single production applied to the root non-terminal of the spreadsheet AG. The HAG fragment looks has follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Spreadsheet} & \leftarrow \uparrow \text{String} : \text{visualTree} > \\
\text{Spreadsheet} & = \text{ROOT PROD Formula Students} \\
\text{ata} & \text{ visualTree : TreeViz} \\
\text{visualTree} & = \text{CTreeViz } \text{"Tree"} (\text{Formula.vistree} \\
& \text{ ++ Students.vistree}) \\
\text{Spreadshhet.vistree} & = \text{visualTree}.\text{graphviz}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3 shows two different snapshots (displayed by GraphViz) of the tree that is obtained as the result of running the spreadsheet with the example sentence. As we can see the tree is displayed as a \textit{Direct Acyclic Graphs}. This happens because we are using the incremental model of attribute evaluation of Lrc. We will return to this subject in the next section.

Besides computing the graphical representation of the tree, the processor generated by Lrc also produces a sequence of node transitions. This is exactly the sequence of visits the evaluator performs to decorate the tree under consideration. Such sequence can be loaded in and animated in GraphViz, either in single step or in continuous mode, forwards and backwards. Different colors (or different shadow intensities in a black and white printing) are used to identify the number of times
the nodes have been visited. Thus, light gray means a single visit, gray (or color blue) means two visits and dark gray (or color red) means 3 or more visits.

The snapshot on the left shows the attribute evaluator when processing the first student. The shadowed nodes are the nodes that have already been visited. The snapshot on the right shows the tree after attribute evaluation. As we can see, the (shared) list of marks of students number 1 and 3 has been visited only once (light gray nodes). Its root, however, has been visited twice (gray node). On its second visit a cache hit occurred: the formula under consideration has already been “applied” to that argument.

4 Implementation of Attribute Grammar-based Spreadsheets

A spreadsheet-like system has to react and to provide answers in real-time. Consequently, the delay between the user interaction and the system response is an extremely important aspect in such interactive systems. Thus, one of the key features to handle such interactive environments is the ability to perform efficient recomputations. That is to say that spreadsheets use an efficient incremental computational model. Implementing from scratch an efficient incremental engine is a complex task.

We use an efficient incremental computational model that efficiently (and elegantly) handles HAGs: the memoization (and posterior reuse) of calls to the functions of the attribute evaluator. Such functions traverse/visit the tree in order to assign a meaning to input under consideration. To achieve efficient function mem-
oization we use the following combination of techniques:

- **Purely functional attribute evaluators:** Syntax trees are visited and decorated by strict, purely functional attribute evaluators. The attribute evaluators are based on the *visit-sequence* paradigm [14]: The attribute evaluator consists of a set of *visit-functions*, each of which perform the computations scheduled (by the attribute grammars scheduling algorithm) for a particular traversal of the evaluator. The attribute instances are not stored in the tree nodes, but, instead, they are the arguments and the results of pure (side-effect free) functions: the *visit-functions*. The different traversal functions are “glued” by intermediate data structures: the *visit-trees*. Such redundant intermediate structures can be eliminated by using our deforestation techniques for AGs [26].

- **Data constructor memoization:** Since attribute instances are not stored in the syntax tree, multiple instances of the syntax tree can be shared. That is, trees are collapsed into minimal Direct Acyclic Graphs (DAG) (Figure 3 displays the DAG constructed for the example input). DAGs are obtained by constructing trees bottom-up and by using constructor function memoization to eliminate replication of common sub-expressions. This technique, also called *hash-consing* [11, 1], guarantees that two identical objects share the same records on the heap, and thus are represented by the same pointer.

  Data constructor memoization considerably reduces the memory usage, allows for efficient equality tests between all terms because a pointer comparison suffices and, as we will explain next, makes efficient visit-function memoization possible.

- **Visit-function memoization:** Due to the pure nature of the visit-functions, incremental evaluation is obtained by memoizing calls to the evaluator’s strict visit-functions. Memoization is obtained by storing in a *function cache* calls to visit-functions. Every call corresponds to an *entry*, in the *function cache*, that records both the arguments and the results of one call to a visit-function.

  The essence of the visit-function memoization is as follows: each time a memoized visit-function is applied to a subtree and to a set of remaining arguments (*i.e.*, values of attribute instances), we search a *cache* to check whether that function was previously applied to those arguments, or not. If the cache contains an entry corresponding to the call, the result in that entry is returned. If no such entry exists, the visit-function is applied to the arguments and the call is memoized.

  In the animations produced by *Lrc* the reuse of a function call can be easily identified since when visiting a node the animation skip the visits to the children of that node. In our running example this occured in the second visit to the root of the shared list of marks.

4.1 Benchmarking the Spreadsheet

Next, we present results obtained when executing the spreadsheet with a real student database: the database contains the students, and all their marks, who follow the compiler construction course where this tool was proposed as the course project.
The number of students attending this course was 144 and to each of them corresponds 15 evaluation elements (*i.e.*, partial evaluation marks) which are used by a list of 7 formulas to compute different aspects of their evaluation (for example, a particular exam, the projects mark, the final mark, etc). This database was constructed and is maintained by the spreadsheet tool. Actually, we have used this tool to manage the course, as opposed to the use of a commercial tool. The table below presents results obtained both with non-incremental evaluation, *i.e.*, without memoization of the calls to the evaluator functions, and with incremental evaluation, *i.e.*, with memoization of the function calls. It shows the number of functions evaluated (*cache misses*), functions reused (*cache hits*), and time (in seconds on an 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium processor, running Linux Red-Hat 9). We consider six different situations: the processing of the database from scratch (*i.e.*, starting with an empty function cache), the editing of the database (*i.e.*, the reaction after adding a new formula, editing one, and editing a student mark), and the querying of the database (*i.e.*, performing a query to select a student and performing the example query).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Incremental</th>
<th>Incremental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cache misses</td>
<td>cache hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>408568</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Editing:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a formula</td>
<td>435212</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit a formula</td>
<td>408568</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit a stud. mark</td>
<td>408568</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Querying:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select a student</td>
<td>501208</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example query</td>
<td>623000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the above table shows, our incremental model of attribute evaluation produces efficient implementations. Even when processing an input from scratch, the incremental evaluator computes 10% of the functions as compared to when no incrementally is used (37052 functions evaluated against 408568, respectively) and is almost 5 times faster. The reused functions are, in this case, due to the decoration of the same tree (representing the formula) with the same inherited attributes (the same marks). Or, in other words, the reuse of previous evaluations of the formula with the same “arguments”. As expected, the tool handles very well updates of the input: adding a new (global) formula requires the re-evaluation of 0.04% of the functions computed with non-incremental evaluation and 44% of the functions if we consider incremental evaluation. Better results are obtained with local changes (*e.g.*, editing
a student mark). A query in this spreadsheet performs like a global change since the results of applying formulas are being considered by the query. Nevertheless, using the incremental model is 8 times faster than the non-incremental one.

5 Conclusions

A spreadsheet was efficiently and elegantly specified within the style of attribute grammar programming. The Lrc system processed such a specification and derived a correct and efficient implementation. The results of incremental evaluation show that spreadsheets are a natural context for incremental evaluation. Actually, these results are much better than previous results of incremental evaluation (mainly produced in the context of syntax-based editing).
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